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3K & 4K… 
-Pillow & blanket (Full Day only)                -6 washable glue sticks 
-1-1-inch heavy duty black 3 ring binder (labeled)                -1 three pack of Kleenex 
-1-8 pack of Crayola washable markers (classic colors)            -1 roll of paper towels 
-1 package of napkins (200 count or more)              -1 Paint shirt (labeled) 
-1-8 pack of Crayola washable crayons (large)                 -1 water color paint set 
-1 wide-lined spiral 8x10.5in. notebook (labeled)                        -1 container of wet wipes 
-1 plastic folder with pockets (labeled)                 -1 box of snack crackers 
-Laundry bag or bag large enough to hold the rest time items (labeled, full day only) 
-1 full set of extra clothes including underwear (to be kept in the child’s backpack at all times) 
 
Please note that all the above items will be put in bins and all of the children will share. 
Please label those items that are indicated on the list.  All of the other items do NOT need to 
be labeled. Thank you! 
 
 
KINDERGARTEN… 
-2 boxes of crayons (16 to 24 count, whichever is cheaper; leave them in their box) 
-markers (Crayola classic set of 10, not skinny, leave them in their box) 
-folding kinder mat (or whatever your child will use to be comfortable at rest time on our hard floor) 
-gym shoes (needed if your child comes to school in dress shoes or flip-flops) 
-set of earbuds/headphones (check to see if they fit!)   
- 4 dry erase markers      -big eraser 
-sturdy 1 inch 3-ring binder     -plastic pencil box 
-8 glue sticks       -dry erase board eraser 
-box of Kleenex      -2 rolls of paper towels 
-zippered pencil case with 3 binder holes   -scissors 
-extra change of clothes for spills or accidents   -back pack 
 
 
1st & 2nd GRADES… 
-appropriate shoes for gym/recess if you do not regularly wear them 
-box of 10 large classic washable markers   -5 - #2 pencils 
-1 hard covered 1 inch 3-ring binder    -1 poly covered 3-ring binder 
-1 zipper pencil case with 3 binder holes   -1 poly portfolio 
-1 large eraser       -2 wide lined spiral notebooks 
-1 glue bottle       -4 glue sticks 
-Plastic pencil box      -4 whiteboard markers 
-whiteboard eraser or sock     -ruler with inches and cm 
-box of 24 crayons for art     -paint shirt 
-box of 12 colored pencils     -3x5” recipe box (1st grade only) 
-300 3x5” index cards (1st grade only)    -1 box of Kleenex 
-set of earbuds/earphones (please make sure they fit) -backpack    
-noise cancelling headphones in addition to earbuds   -1 roll of paper towels 
  (used while they are working to block out noise of others) -scissors 
 
The hymnal may be ordered through the school the first week of school.  There is only a two day 
shipping wait.  
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3rd & 4TH GRADES…  
- 1 Mead Composition book 100 ct. (for assignment notebook, please no other types of notebooks) 
- 1 – 1-inch-thick 3-ring binder (please, no binders thicker than 1”) 
- 4-pak of dry erase markers (an eraser or a sock or rag to erase) 
- wooden ruler with inches/centimeters (please, no plastic rulers) 
- ESV Bible – (3rd Grade & new 4th grade student Bibles provided by St. Paul’s)  
- Christian Worship hymnal -3rd Grade & new 4th Grade students must purchase one 
- wide-lined loose leaf paper     -box of 24 crayons 
- set of earbuds/headphones for iPads    -1 bottle of Elmer’s glue 
- 1 highlighter (orange, blue, or purple)    -4 glue sticks 
- 1 pack of 8 or 10 markers     -colored pencils 
- 3 folders with 3-holes to put into the binder   -Crayola watercolor paint set 
- scissors  
 
 
5th & 6th GRADES…  
- Concordia Self-Study Bible (6th grade)   - NIV ‘84 Bible (5th grade)  
- 3 packs wide-lined loose-leaf paper      - Christian Worship hymnal 
- wooden ruler with inches & centimeters   - scissors 
- non-marking gym shoes for all-around use   - protractor 
- several No. 2/HB pencils, eraser    - one highlighter 
- 3 (70ct.) wide-ruled spiral notebooks   - colored markers 
- colored pencils      - watercolor paint set with brush 
- liquid white glue      - glue stick  
- assignment notebook (5th grade)    - crayons 
- 1 box of Kleenex 
- Please, no pens, mechanical/automatic pencils, staplers, pencil sharpeners, or compasses. 
 
 

7th & 8th GRADES...  
- 1 one-and-a-half inch binders for history   Christian Worship hymnal 
- NIV Bible       -gym shoes 
- No. 2 pencils       - eraser 
- pencil colors or crayons(24 set)    - scissors 
- Crayola watercolor paint set     -1 Elmer’s glue stick 
- 1 box of 12 classic markers     - highlighter 
- ruler with inches/centimeters    - calculator 
- straight-edge loose-leaf paper    - assignment book 
- graph paper       -4 non-spiral notebooks 
- compass 
- Please, no pens, staplers, or pencil sharpeners. 
 
 
The hymnal may be ordered through St. Paul’s the first week of school.  There is only a two day 
shipping wait.  


